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worldwide and providing a helping hand to
terrorist organisations.
Media reports described how Snowden
downloaded his information onto a thumb drive
from his Booz Allen Hamilton office in Hawaii.
Was it really this simple? Software designed to
alert a network to the connection of a noncertified external device is already operational in
the NATO environment. Surely this would have
been in place for highly secretive and strategic
bodies like the NSA? If not, why not?
Snowden is understood to have had a ‘Top
Secret’ clearance level following his work for
the CIA, which, DB understands, included
participation in a polygraph examination.
It seems as though Manning and Snowden
both grew gradually more disillusioned with
what they interpreted as unaccountable
practices, beyond the democratic responsibility
of the US – but surely employees in such a
position should be constantly monitored for
any changes in behaviour?
Booz Allen Hamilton and the NSA were
alerted to Snowden’s erratic behaviour when
he requested unpaid leave to deal with
epilepsy. However, ‘days’ of searching for
Snowden proved fruitless until it emerged he
had turned up in Hong Kong.
Furthermore, Manning was deemed
‘unsuitable’ to deploy abroad with the
US Army, but nonetheless found himself in Iraq.
The government bodies involved have much
work ahead of them to reinvigorate public
confidence in their programmes, while
maintaining that critical veil over ongoing
operations which have and continue to thwart
so many terrorist attacks.
It appears highly unlikely that we shall hear
of any such developments in the public
domain, but we should look forward to
having that balance restored again.
Andrew White, Editor

Take two very different personalities, arguably
chasing the same agenda. One has just been
sentenced to serve 35 years in a US jail,
while the other enjoys Russian hospitality on
a year-long visa.
I am referring to US Army Pte Bradley
Manning (now Chelsea Manning) and National
Security Agency (NSA) contractor Edward
Snowden. In August, the former was found
guilty of seven out of eight espionage charges,
five charges of theft, two of computer fraud, five
violations of lawful general regulation and one of
publication of intelligence online.
In the same month, Snowden was officially
charged by the US government with theft
of government property, unauthorised
communication of national defence information
and wilful communication of classified
communications intelligence information to an
unauthorised person. If he ever faces a trial and is
found guilty, he could receive a similar sentence
of some 30 years.
No matter how varied their current
circumstances might be, the exploits of
Manning and Snowden are likely to have
far-reaching consequences for the future
safeguarding of intelligence information.
As covered in previous issues of Digital
Battlespace over the years, we are constantly
witnessing evolving levels of encryption, data
protection and security in order to protect our
most sensitive information.
However, these apparently could not
prevent a single man, vetted to the highest
levels by his employer and sworn to secrecy,
from downloading documents to a thumb
drive and disseminating them to the world.
Supporters of Manning and Snowden have
praised them for bringing the US and other
governments to account. Detractors have
criticised them for threatening national
security, endangering the lives of operatives
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Sentinel on the tarmac in Mali, where it supported French operations. (Photo: UK MoD)

RAF hopeful of Sentinel role beyond 2014
The future of the RAF’s Sentinel R1
reconnaissance aircraft remains unclear
according to service chiefs, despite yet more
positive feedback following operations in
Mali earlier this year.
Speaking at RAF Waddington on 4 July,
senior officers said options remained open for
the aircraft, which, according to the 2010 SDSR,
would be ‘withdrawn once it is no longer
required to support operations in Afghanistan’.
The main bulk of British forces are due to
leave theatre by the close of 2014. However,
RAF commanders said any support to Afghan
security forces beyond this date would still be
classified as an Operation Herrick task.
Additionally, RAF sources said the service had
not yet begun contemplating winding down
the crew training programmes conducted in
conjunction with Raytheon at Waddington.
An alternative option, according to these
sources, would require re-roling Sentinel to
operate as a UK national contribution to
NATO’s Alliance Ground Surveillance

programme, although nothing has officially
been decided as yet.
Meanwhile, details emerged regarding
Sentinel’s contribution in Mali as Maj Seymour
Bailey, 5 (AC) Sqn’s operations officer, unveiled
details of RAF support to French operations,
the Malian government and the African-led
International Support Mission to Mali (AFISMA).
In January, elements of 5 (AC) Sqn were
deployed to Dakar, Senegal, as part of Operation
Newcombe, where a single Sentinel amassed
mapping data for Mali and collected
information to update French and local forces.
Utilising its onboard synthetic aperture
radar and ground moving target indication
technology, Sentinel was used to scan large
swathes of territory in order to collate enemy
force capabilities, including the state of runways.
Bailey said a total of 66 sorties were flown by
Sentinel, encompassing 697 hours over 74 tasks
between January and May. A total of ten areas
of interest (AoI) were investigated between
Timbuktu and Gao as French and AFISMA forces

searched Mali’s mountains for insurgent camps.
Over 100 intelligence reports were created by
Sentinel operators as well as an analysis of the
Niger delta, including information on insurgent
crossing points.
Once ground activity was confirmed,
Sentinel cross-cued to various platforms with EO
capability, including Atlantique ATL3 maritime
patrol aircraft, Cessna light aircraft (complete
with MX-15 camera) and undisclosed French
and US UAVs, for positive identification of
enemy forces. Sentinel then provided a two-day
pattern of life for an AoI ahead of French and
AFISMA forces moving in. According to Bailey,
enemy forces utilised ‘skirmish’ tactics, especially
against the less-protected African troops.
‘The French forces searched on foot in the
mountains for terrorist camps and we provided
overwatch while they entered villages,’ he
concluded. ‘The French moved very quickly
through the centre of Mali. We were the “find”
stage of the operation.’
By Andrew White, London

US Army completes second Enterprise Challenge
The US Army has completed the second
iteration of Exercise Enterprise Challenge, with
the demonstration of its Distributed Common
Ground System-Army (DCGS-A) capability.
Held at Fort Huachuca, Arizona, from
15-26 July, the exercise allowed the army to
focus on interoperability, while exploring new
system capabilities.
DCGS-A covers design, development,
procurement, deployment and sustainment
of an enterprise system that will replace the
army’s multiple intelligence ground processing
systems currently in the field.
DCGS-A is the army’s primary system for
posting, processing and disseminating ISR
information about threats, weather and terrain
to all components and echelons.
Exercise objectives included the
demonstration of the DCGS-A Tactical
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Intelligence Ground Station (TGS), involving
troops moving at night using a low-light display
in tactical glasses, and transmission of data.
This included using FMV on the move to
demonstrate the Counter-intelligence (CI)/
HUMINT Automated Reporting and Collection
System over a tactical radio network.
The prototype X-5 tactical glasses, developed
by ODG and General Dynamics C4 Systems
(prime contractor on the TGS) to integrate
capabilities, allowed operators to view FMV
from a Gray Eagle UAS in a heads-up display.
SSgt Armando Landin of the US Army
Intelligence Center of Excellence detachment,
said: ‘What [the TGS] allows us to do is keep
our commanders informed with the most
updated information constantly. What we’re
demonstrating here today is that we’re able
to take that data and push it wirelessly to a

remote location. That’s unique – we’ve never
done that before.’
The exercise also tested the QUINT
Networking Technology (QNT) radio system.
Based on the Rockwell Collins QNT-200C radio,
the system is integrated with a self-supporting,
quick-erect antenna on an RCT-40
communications trailer to provide digital
connectivity, ad-hoc bandwidth and survivable
links in an anti-jam meshed network.
In addition, the CI/HUMINT Automated Tool
Set system helped facilitate and manage team
operations; the Individual Tactical Reporting
Tool created and disseminated reports; and
the Collection Peripherals Sets and Kits tool
assortment enhanced CI and HUMINT team
collection and reporting capability using
digital imaging, GPS and strobe lights.
By Scott R Gourley, California
www.digital-battlespace.com
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ESA calls for measures to
combat space debris

According to the ESA, just 6% of 23,000 tracked
objects in orbit are active satellites. (Image: ESA)

Immediate action is required to mitigate the
amount of space debris threatening to jeopardise
future satellite operations, a leading expert at the
European Space Agency (ESA) has warned.
Addressing the Royal Aeronautical Society’s
Space Traffic Control conference on 2 July,
Heiner Klinkrad, head of the ESA’s Space Debris Office,
offered a series of ‘international measures’, warning
that just 6% of the 23,000 tracked objects in space
are operational satellites.
Solutions, he asserted, should include: limiting the
number of mission-related objects as well as the postmission orbit dwell time; avoiding on-orbit break-ups;
collision avoidance; and re-orbiting of satellites at the
end of their operational life.
Klinkrad suggested that in the short term,
governments should aim to reduce the large numbers
of small objects in orbit, while the long-term goal
should be to remove five to 15 large objects per year
from the densely populated low Earth orbit (LEO) zone
in order to achieve a ‘zero growth rate’.
With the highest concentration of debris held in
LEO, he explained how a single-gram ‘impactor’
travelling at a speed of 2km/s would have the
equivalent impact of a gram of TNT.
Klinkrad drew attention to 170 million orbiting
objects measuring approximately 1mm in size,
capable of damaging satellite subsystems. There are
also 740,000 objects, measuring a single centimetre
across, which could disable a satellite, he
acknowledged. Meanwhile, some 29,000 objects
of 10cm size could have ‘catastrophic’ effects, resulting
in the break-up of satellites.
www.digital-battlespace.com
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‘In order to be effective, all of these remediation
efforts must start soon,’ he stressed. ‘This is a global
space environment problem… and we need a fast
reaction to maintain and regain control. For retired
satellites, we want to do post-operational disposal…
ideally in a controlled fashion. But, for operational
satellites, we can do collision avoidance.’
In response, the ESA revealed its intention to
develop a space debris retrieval system with an aim
to begin clearing up unwanted orbital objects by
2022. As part of its Clean Space initiative, the agency is
planning to start the programme of record next
year in order to begin deploying the system by 2022.
Head of the ESA’s Clean Space Office, Luisa
Innocenti, told the same meeting: ‘Our goal is to
guarantee the future of space activity by protecting
the environment.’ She went on to describe how the
ESA was exploring different types of technology in
relation to other agency programmes that are under
way in the 2013-14 time frame.
‘We have to act now… we realise that this needs to
be taken into consideration from the very beginning.
Capturing and controlling the re-entry of an object
has never been done. This is a step in the right
direction, but we are learning how to do it.’
She conceded there are many unknowns at
present, but implementing the technology will put
European industry at the forefront of clean space
development.
The agency is currently unsure which orbit it will
use initially, although an ESA object will be the first
to be de-orbited because it will be easier to control.
However, the system will be adaptable to different
objects, noted Innocenti.
The specifics of the design are at present unclear,
but current thinking is that the mission system
will fit on a small satellite, with possible capture
options including nets, harpoons, clamps and
robotic arms. ‘There is no technology at the TRL that
makes us say “that’s the one”,’ claimed Innocenti.
A debate surrounds the merits of re-orbiting versus
de-orbiting. Innocenti said that the latter is cheaper,
although the former is safer in terms of eliminating
the risk of ground casualties.
By Beth Stevenson, London
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Analysts warn against reliance
on Chinese satellites
The US DoD may have to rely on Chinese
meteorological satellites should a suitable
alternative fail to be implemented, industry
experts have warned.
According to the Aerospace Industries
Association (AIA), the DoD must decide to
launch its own programme or continue to rely
on a mix of military and civilian satellites in
Europe and the US. However, analysts have
warned that should any of these carriers fail, the
only remaining option would be to ask Beijing
for assistance. Such a solution would be
unappealing, as meteorological satellites are
used by the armed forces and intelligence
agencies to plan missions as well as identify
windows for gathering IMINT.
Currently, the DoD taps into two satellites
operated by the US National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), a
European Space Agency asset and an ‘ageing’

Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
platform. Accounting for degradation of
payloads, the AIA believes there to be a ‘real risk’
to the continuity of weather satellite operations
between 2014 and 2021 when ‘US military and
national security needs may not be met’.
Eric Webster, VP of weather systems at ITT
Exelis, warned: ‘The US military is at risk of losing
critical capability needs to provide weather and
environmental information for national security
purposes… Those satellites are ageing and do
not meet high-priority DoD needs, resulting in a
significant continuity of operations risk… NOAA
has no back-up plan [should problems arise
with their satellites] and their next satellite won’t
be launched until 2021/22.’
Describing how the DoD does not currently
rely on Chinese satellites for meteorological
data, he urged: ‘NOAA does a lot of sharing
internationally… so it could be possible. NOAA

conducted a review of options should one of
its satellites fail and one option was an
agreement with China.’
Meanwhile, industry is offering two
alternative options for the DoD, comprising an
organic programme for the USAF or a co-host
payload strategy with Canada.
An internal USAF effort would cost $200
million compared to a normal meteorological
satellite programme, worth around $1billion per
satellite, noted Webster. Such savings, he said,
would be made by developing smaller
payloads, satellites and rockets.
A co-hosting strategy would see a
meteorological payload launched on the same
satellite as communications equipment. The
DoD is understood to be in talks with Canada to
attach such a payload onto a communications
satellite over the Arctic Circle.
By Andrew White, London

The
is c

ROK goes international to counter HEMP threat
South Korea (the ROK) has initiated steps to
counter the growing threat of a high-altitude
electromagnetic pulse (HEMP) attack from
North Korea.
Having failed to develop its own filtering
systems to protect critical military installations
against this threat, sources have told Digital
Battlespace how the ROK MoD has instructed
the national Agency for Defense Development
(ADD) to exploit the international market.
In June, the ADD signed a contract with
UK-based MPE and Korean distributor Eretec,
enabling assembly and enclosure of jointly
branded HEMP filters to be conducted locally
and supplied to undisclosed ROK installations.
The news comes on the back of growing
speculation regarding the North’s ability to
launch a ballistic missile towards Seoul or further
afield to the US and initiate a HEMP attack,
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Seoul would be a prime target for any North
Korean HEMP attack. (Photo: US DoD)

which would overload or disrupt electrical
systems on a wide scale.
Defence sources described how ROK military
exercises were being routinely affected by
‘some kind of [local] electromagnetic events’.

A source told DB: ‘To a lesser extent, the
North Koreans have been doing this every
time the ROK go on exercise – disabling their
communications. The South is very nervous,
and is investing heavily in HEMP filters.’
‘The [South] Koreans are very secretive
about this,’ another added. ‘It is all hearsay and
speculation – we know it’s happening, but
nobody will come out and confirm it. [North
Korea] might not have the capability to land
[missiles] on the US mainland, but they have
the capability to fire high enough to disable
[ROK] elements close to the border.’
The latest contract will include HEMP filters
ranging from 6-200A, along with single-line
and three-phase power. In the future, MPE
expects the contract to expand to cover 400A
or even 800A systems.
By Andrew White, London
www.digital-battlespace.com
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Kuwait Air Force completes EW training

The Kuwait Air Force has completed a
six-month EW training programme at Selex ES’s
EW Operational Support (EWOS) facility in
Lincoln, UK.
The programme comes on the back of the air
force’s purchase of Selex’s Helicopter Integrated
Defensive Aids System (HIDAS) for its AH-64D
Apaches. An in-field company representative
has been transferred to Kuwait to aid with any
follow-up training and assistance.
The EWOS training is based on the concept
that delivering an EW platform is not enough,
but training and mission planning preparation
increases the effectiveness of the system. The
company said that programming for missions
is just as important as programming from a
hardware perspective.
‘One of the things that distinguishes us is the
reference customer that we have, and that is
here in the UK,’ Pete Forrest, VP of marketing
and sales for EW at Selex ES, told a media

briefing on 22 July. ‘It is second to none in how it
carries out its procedures and tactics in
comparison to the rest of the world.’
EWOS involves teaching EW operators how to
operate their Selex systems, including the SAGE
advanced digital ESM and SEER digital radar
warning receiver. It also includes increasing their
knowledge of updating databases so that
mission profiles are up to date and relevant.
‘We believe we can train, educate and
transfer technology and knowledge into
nations that really want that sovereign control,’
he continued. ‘Our government is much more
open to getting this out there and encouraging
export growth.’
The company expects the next training
customer for the facility to start ‘in the new
year’, for which it is currently in discussions.
The company would also be open to providing
services for operators of EW systems used on
land or sea platforms.

A total of nine customers have used EWOS
to date, although the only disclosed nations are
Greece, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and the UK, which
is the only repeat customer for the service.
Meanwhile, Selex confirmed that it has
five ‘firm prospects’ for EWOS, but it could not
divulge more detail.
The projected number of training days for
2014 is 435, while 2013 is expected to see 175.
This is up from 2012 when 140 were achieved
and 2011 with 96.
‘When we help people establish or
extend their national EW centres, we can
provide half of the Velcro,’ noted Wynne
Davies, head of Saudi Arabian and strategic EW
campaigns at Selex. ‘So the other half can be
stuck on… and work. We put in the hooks
against which they can hang their systems.
We do not design support systems that are
there purely for Selex.’
By Beth Stevenson, Lincoln

Raytheon awarded USN jammer contract
Raytheon will conduct the technology
development (TD) phase of the USN’s Next
Generation Jammer (NGJ) programme
following the company’s selection for a $279.4
million cost-plus-incentive-fee contract.
NGJ leverages the company’s gallium nitridebased AESA technology to provide warfighters
with enhanced electronic attack capabilities. The
system will replace the ALQ-99 currently used on
the USN’s EA-18G Growler fleet (see also p10).
Raytheon beat competing bids from
Northrop Grumman/ITT Exelis and BAE Systems,
with the latter protesting against the
downselect of Raytheon on the grounds of the
navy’s evaluation of its product. The case was
ongoing as Digital Battlespace went to press.
In addition, a US Government Accountability
Office report published in August warned that
the NGJ programme lacked the overlap
potential to be utilised in different environments
such as ‘irregular warfare’.
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The USN wants to equip 135 Growlers with the NGJ system by 2020. (Photo: US DoD)

The NGJ is designed to defeat integrated
air defence radar systems which detect aircraft
and surface-to-air missiles, as well as jamming
tactical communications. The navy wants to
upgrade approximately 135 EA-18G Growler

platforms with the technology by the end of
the decade.
The TD phase will be led by Raytheon’s SAS
business, based in McKinney, Texas.
By Claire Apthorp, London
www.digital-battlespace.com
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SPECIAL REPORT
Raytheon’s NGJ is destined to replace
existing AN/ALQ-99s used on board the USN’s
Boeing EA-18G Growler. (Photo: USN)

Traffic jamming
S

Recent developments in the airborne jamming arena are providing an insight into
design requirements for future capabilities. Tom Withington examines some of
the next-generation systems set to replace current legacy equipment.

ome 13 years of counter-insurgency has
placed airborne EW out of the limelight,
as the radar capabilities of insurgents
operating in Afghanistan and Iraq have been
non-existent. That said, NATO’s air operations
over Libya in 2011 were a wake-up call that the
alliance may have to perform air operations in
contested airspace at short notice in the future.
Operation Unified Protector, the combined
air and sea campaign launched by NATO to
protect Libya’s civilians against forces loyal to
former dictator Muammar Gaddafi, occurred

‘Operation Unified Protector
occurred without the loss of a
single coalition aircraft to Libyan
ground-based air defences.’
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without the loss of a single coalition aircraft
to Libyan ground-based air defences.
NATO was fortunate in that it was
confronting largely Cold War-era, Sovietsupplied radars and surface-to-air missile (SAM)
systems of a vintage it had encountered in the
Balkans during the 1990s, and which several
of its member nations had experienced in
Iraq during the 1990s and early 2000s.

nn FUTURE THREATS
The result was that the airborne EW systems
outfitting combat aircraft during the 2011
intervention were adequate to jam Libyan
radar threats. However, the proliferation
of new sophisticated medium-to-high-altitude
SAM systems, chiefly Russia’s S-300PMU-1
and S-400 Triumf, have yet to be encountered
in combat.
Further, the proliferation of advanced air,
land and sea surveillance and fire control radars

around the world, particularly those using
active electronically scanned array technology,
is once again concentrating minds on the need
for airborne EW systems capable of disrupting
both contemporary and future threats.
On 8 July, Raytheon was selected by
the USN as the preferred bidder to develop a
new airborne EW payload for the service. The
deal could be worth up to $279 million to the
company with the so-called Next Generation
Jammer (NGJ) destined to replace the service’s
existing ITT Exelis AN/ALQ-99 Tactical Jamming
System used on board the USN’s Boeing
EA-18G Growler and Northrop Grumman
EA-6B Prowler EW platforms. The NGJ, which is
expected to take the form of a podded system,
is expected to be ready for service entry by the
end of the decade.
The AN/ALQ-99 has been in service since
the early 1970s and was used operationally
during the Vietnam War. The system’s
www.digital-battlespace.com
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architecture includes separate receiver
and exciter/transmitter pods mounted
under the aircraft’s wings and on its wingtips.
The output power of the AN/ALQ-99 varies
according to the age of the individual systems.
The NGJ will have an expanded remit in
that it will be used not only for the collection
of ELINT and jamming of hostile radars, but
similar work regarding hostile communications
systems.
Therefore, the NGJ could be reasonably
expected to cover the spectrum from 30MHz
to 40GHz. This will allow it to encompass VHF
and UHF communications and low-frequency
radars from 30MHz to 1GHz, as well as the L-, S-,
C-, X-, Ku-, K- and Ka-bands from 1GHz up to
40GHz. By virtue of the fact that SATCOM also
uses the C-, X-, Ku- and Ka-bands, the NGJ could
have the capability to disrupt this provided it
covers the full spectrum.

nn BLOCK BY BLOCK
The NGJ is expected to be introduced in a series
of blocks that will progressively expand the
equipment’s capabilities. This will commence
with mid-band jamming, available when the
NGJ reaches its initial operating capability in
the 2020 time frame. This could cover the Sto Ku-bands, which would enable the NGJ
to disrupt the majority of sea, land and air
surveillance and fire control radars in service
today, as well as those expected to enter
service in the future.
Low-band jamming could be introduced
into the NGJ’s repertoire around 2022, which
could augment its frequency range. This is
particularly important, as there is increasing
scientific interest in the application of
low-frequency radar for the detection
of stealth aircraft.
The frequency range could be extended
upwards from around 2024 when high-band
capabilities are expected to be rolled out onto
the NGJ, seeing the frequency range potential
extend upwards from 12GHz (Ku-band) to
40GHz (Ka-band).
Extending the reach of the NGJ into the
Ku-, K- and Ka-bands is particularly relevant,
as it will provide the system with capabilities
against so-called ‘millimetre-wave’ radars that
www.digital-battlespace.com
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A technician installs a tactical jamming system on an EA-6B Prowler EW aircraft. (Photo: US DoD)

are utilised by some missiles as guidance
systems, particularly Russian anti-ship
missiles (AShM) such as P-800 Oniks – operated
by Syria in the coastal defence role – the
USN and allied forces may encounter during
future conflicts.

nn AIR LAUNCHED
Alongside the NGJ initiative, Raytheon is
leading the USAF Miniature Air Launched
Decoy-Jammer (MALD-J) programme. Whereas
both the NGJ, and the AN/ALQ-99 it replaces,
are podded systems, the MALD-J, as its name
suggests, is an air-launched EW product.
The MALD-J grew out of the USAF’s ADM160A/B MALD programme. The 160A was
designed to mimic the electromagnetic
signature of the aircraft from which it was
launched, the intended effect being to confuse
radar operators as to which target on their
screens is in fact the real aircraft: The more
ADM-160As launched, the larger the number of
false returns presented to the radar and the
greater the ensuing confusion. Although both
the Alpha and Bravo ADM-160 variants are
similar, the latter employs a more powerful
engine and a redesigned airframe.
According to an official company statement
released to Digital Battlespace, the MALD-J has
completed operational testing and is now in
production. The decoy is cleared for use on
board the Lockheed Martin F-16C/D Fighting
Falcon multirole combat aircraft, which can

carry four, and the Boeing B-52H Stratofortress
strategic bomber, which can accommodate 16,
although Raytheon added that it can be carried
by any aircraft with pylons or racks that have
14in lugs.
To this end, the company is working with the
USN to examine the feasibility of deploying the
MALD-J on board the USN’s Boeing F/A-18E/F
Super Hornet jets, along with the development
of the MALD cargo aircraft launcher system,
allowing the countermeasure to be deployed
from large aircraft.
Understandably, little is known regarding
the ADM-160A/B or the MALD-J’s method of
operation. In the public domain, information
states that the former uses GPS-based
navigation, following a flight profile once
launched which can comprise up to
256 waypoints.

nn DECOY SIGNATURE
The ‘active ingredient’ of the decoy is a
Northrop Grumman Signature Augmentation
System (SAS), thought to actively transmit
RF emissions that copy those produced when
the carrying aircraft reflects RF in specific radar
bands. The MALD-J may well continue to
include the SAS, possibly affording the crew
a choice between using either spoofing or
jamming tactics. Alternatively, it may dispense
with the SAS altogether to solely provide a
jamming function intended to blind enemy
radars with noise.
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US defence electronics contractor ITT
Exelis will commence deliveries of its first
AN/ALQ-214(V)4/5 electronic self-protection
system for the USN in January 2014. This
equipment will outfit the service’s Boeing
F/A-18E/F Super Hornet ((V)4) and legacy
Boeing/McDonnell Douglas F/A-18C/D
Hornet multirole combat aircraft ((V)5).
The principle difference between the two
systems is in the mounting equipment used
to affix the payload to the aircraft, although
ITT Exelis stated that the AN/ALQ-214(V)4/5
can be cross-fitted to each platform.
The AN/ALQ-214(V)4/5 is the latest
development of the AN/ALQ-214 electronic
jammer the company has been delivering since
1997. The newest version provides a weight
saving of 45kg compared to legacy systems
and new and updated hardware, firmware and
software. The company said that this will enable
the payload to outfox the radar threats expected
to be encountered over the next decade.
Moreover, it can be adapted to take new
threats into account as and when they emerge,
and to this end, its architecture supports future
software upgrades. Deliveries of the AN/ALQ214(V)4/5, which will commence in January
2014, are the result of the full-rate production
(FRP) 9 contract for the overall AN/ALQ-214
system, worth $70 million, covering the supply
of 25 systems. Meanwhile, an additional 62
payloads will be delivered to the USN from
January 2015, under the terms of FRP 10,
to conclude in December 2015.

nn FAMILY LINKS
Italian EW specialists Elettronica are currently
completing the development of a new
family of Airborne Integrated EW Systems

The ADM-160A/B MALD adds a jamming component to a system designed to replicate the
signature of its host aircraft. (Photo: Raytheon)

(AIEWS) which use solid-state transmit/receive
active phased arrays and wideband digital RF
memories. An interesting design feature of this
new family of as-yet-unnamed products is
that they will include real-time data links.
The company said that this will allow
a package of aircraft to coordinate their
jamming actions during a sortie, so as to allow
the ‘effective smart jamming’ of radar from
long distances, rather than simply unleashing a
barrage of jamming against all radars within a
specific frequency range – the former tactic
offering a comparatively more precise and
subtle approach.
This may be especially useful when a covert
air strike is being undertaken, and the incoming
package of aircraft does not want to alert
air defenders to something being amiss by
performing a sledgehammer-style mass
EW attack.
Regarding the future architecture of airborne
EW systems, Elettronica said that it is using
gallium nitride (GaN) in its AIEWS phased arrays
along with monolithic microwave integrated
circuits. GaN is an ideal material for microwave

ITT Exelis’ AN/ALQ-214(V)4/5 electronic self-protection systems will enter production for USN
Super Hornet and Hornet aircraft in January 2014. (Photo: ITT Exelis)
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power amplifiers given the higher voltages
and temperatures at which this material can
operate when compared to legacy gallium
arsenide-based amplifiers. At the same time,
the company has worked hard to reduce
SWaP – the ever-present requirement for
the next generation of aircraft subsystems.

nn FOCUS POINTS
Recent developments in the world of
airborne jamming may shed some light on
the design requirements for future systems. As
previously noted, SWaP considerations will
continue to be under the spotlight and
forthcoming systems such as the NGJ will have
wideband capabilities enabling them to
engage a range of electronic threats, including
communications systems.
Effectively, more capability is being packed
into future jamming systems to enable a single
aircraft to expand its EW mission envelope.
This will make airborne jamming systems more
versatile, allowing them to combat not only
traditional radar threats, but communications
systems used by opposing conventional armies
and insurgents.
Additionally, the capability to detect
and engage the millimetre-wave radars
used for missile guidance is an increasingly
indispensable capability. AShMs, in particular,
are emerging as the anti-access weapon of
choice and the need to be able to detect and
then jam their radars is a vital requirement,
particularly with these weapons in the hands
of potential Western adversaries, such as Iran
and Syria. db
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T

he collision between the Iridium 33 and
Cosmos 2251 satellites in 2009 created
more than 1,000 observable pieces of
space debris, at a stroke massively increasing the
operational threat to military space networks.
The accident and its aftermath demonstrated
the huge problems facing global military forces
as they become increasingly dependent on
capabilities offered by space assets.

nn DEBRIS HAZARDS
Potential collisions with debris are regarded by
some military planners as the greatest threat to
their space-based capabilities – NASA estimates
that in total there are now more than 21,000
pieces of space debris greater than 10cm in
diameter circulating above the Earth, along with
500,000 pieces over 1cm. The number of smaller
particles exceeds 100 million.
Space assets also face an array of other
dangers, ranging from the effects of space
weather generated by the Sun to cyber
sabotage and kinetic attacks from hostile forces,
while the military’s reliance on commercial
satellite networks offers its own perils.
Few laws govern space operations and
international cooperation in dealing with the
threats facing military space networks has
been sorely lacking – a dilemma identified
by the Multinational Experiment (MNE)
grouping, a growing club of nearly 20 nations
that has sought to define and address the
existing and emerging threats to spacebased capabilities.
Global militaries are ‘hugely dependent on
space capabilities’, said Lt Col Erik Liebert, who

Dependency on satellites for many aspects of military operations
has in turn created vulnerabilities for networks. Matthew Bell
examines the work undertaken as part of Multinational
Experiment 7, an initiative addressing this issue.

Written in
the stars
leads the Joint Concept Development &
Experimentation Branch for the Canadian DND.
The country took the lead in exploring space
mitigation for MNE7.
‘All of our precision weapon systems
employ space capabilities to one degree or
another, our UAVs are dependent on space
for communications and other functions, so it
has a big effect on our ability to do operations,’
he continued.
‘The military always thinks in the worst case
scenario. We plan on not having access to those
capabilities, which means I can carry on doing
my business as an infantry officer without space
capabilities. But it would be grossly misleading
to say that I can do my job as well without those
capabilities.’

nn FIRST UP
MNE’s first incarnation in 2001 brought together
Australia, Germany, the UK and the US to
consider how to improve coalition military

The MNE involved 16 nations in iteration 7 between 2010 and 2012. (Photo: US DoD)
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planning. Each MNE project, lasting two years,
has taken on a different military concept,
culminating in its latest evolution, MNE7, which
from 2010-12 examined access to the ‘global
commons’ of the air, maritime, cyber and
space domains.
It involved NATO and 16 nations: Austria,
Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,
Hungary, Italy, Norway, Poland, South Korea,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey (observing),
the UK and the US.
According to Liebert, MNE7 provided a
‘unique venue’ for considering perspectives that
would be unavailable to a gathering of NATO or
the ‘five eyes’ nations – Australia, Canada, New
Zealand, the UK and the US.
The significance of the MNE series is only
likely to grow as militaries try to save money
through partnerships and exploiting unused
capabilities, rather than investing heavily in
new technologies.
‘It’s a multinational activity, so there are
a lot of non-traditional partners at the table,’
he added. ‘So for example, the Koreans are
participants and then looking at the more
neutral countries, Austria, Sweden, Switzerland
are also participants.
‘The discussions are unclassified, and our
work is unclassified, which allows us to work with
civilians and industry and a lot broader group of
people than most nations would normally work
with within a capability discussion.’
MNE7 defined four ‘pillars’ of capability
to explore the military’s huge dependence
on space – position, navigation and timing
(PNT), where data signals received from satellites
www.digital-battlespace.com
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NASA estimates there are millions of space
debris particles threatening satellite systems.
(Photo: NASA)

can be used to determine position, time or
speed; SATCOM; ISR; and space situational
awareness – developing an awareness of the
space environment, including space weather
and objects.

nn GPS RELIANCE
US-operated GPS is crucial to PNT, and is one
of several global navigation systems used to
support a wide range of military activities,
including personnel and platform navigation,
precision guidance of munitions, mine location,
data link synchronisation, radar timing,
cryptography and anti-jamming.
GPS requires at least 24 satellites in service
at any one time arranged in a constellation
to ensure that three or four are continuously
visible to any user on the globe. Under Canada’s
leadership, MNE7 carried out an experiment
to test the resilience of GPS, but cut short
its work when it became clear there was
already a high degree of redundancy – a
reinforcement of the MNE approach to
harnessing existing capabilities.
Nevertheless, potential weaknesses
were found not in the satellite constellations
themselves, but in the ground systems used
to communicate with them.
‘It quickly became apparent that the
solution wasn’t putting more systems in space,
the solution was probably developing more
effective receivers that you can use down on
the ground,’ said Liebert.
‘There are risks inherent in that because as
you use more networks you don’t necessarily
control all those networks, so you’ve got to
www.digital-battlespace.com
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make informed decisions about your approach.
But if your concern is having interrupted
satellite signals, which you’re using for precision
navigation or precision timing, the ability to use
more than one network gives you redundancy
that you would not otherwise have.’
Liebert pointed to several GPS alternatives
that could potentially be used to back up
military activities. Galileo is being developed by
the EU and other partner nations, and is due to
become available at the start of 2014, although
current GPS systems will not be compatible in
their current configuration.

nn RUSSIAN REFURBISHMENT
The global system GLONASS, similar in
concept and frequency band to GPS and
Galileo, was originally developed by the Soviet
Union and is now being refurbished by Russia
and India, while China’s regional BeiDou system
may be expanded to provide global coverage
under the new name Compass. MNE7 also
highlighted systems being developed by
India and Japan which may eventually add
to existing redundancy.
‘We were looking to identify opportunities
[where] international partners could get
together and field capabilities and shared
capabilities – we were trying to identify
latent capability,’ added Liebert.
‘If we can identify potentially unused or
extra capability that exists, then you could
negotiate a sharing arrangement so that the
parties would have access to that capability in
the event of an emergency. Therefore, you
could create resiliency or redundancy through

negotiated arrangements, rather than building
new systems.’
The military’s reliance on SATCOM is
similarly vast, providing the ‘strategic backbone
of communications between deployed forces
and home base’, according to MNE7, and
enabling situational awareness systems such as
blue force tracking, the control of unmanned
aircraft, the dissemination of ISR data and the
broadcast of information into and out of the
theatre of operations.
SATCOM overcomes the constraints
of conventional HF radio systems by
providing communications beyond line
of sight, relaying them via space. Military use
of a range of civilian SATCOM systems brings
flexibility and minimises the need to invest in
new military networks. However there are
disadvantages when demand from the two
sectors coincides and priority is given to
‘whoever is prepared to pay the most at the
time’, according to MNE7.

nn COMMON CONCERNS
Liebert also pinpoints ‘a very big common
concern’ among commercial and military
SATCOM users – information security, which
affects industry, government and armed
forces alike.
‘Governments are subject to cyber attacks
and intrusions and attempts at espionage, but
industry is just as likely to be a target of those
kinds of nefarious activities,’ he said. ‘To be frank,
there’s a limited understanding of some of the
security issues within the military and that’s
probably the same within government and
industry to a degree.
‘The difference is that the military tends to
spend a lot of time thinking about the worstcase scenario and how we’re going to deal
with it – industry’s more focused on the
day-to-day business.’
As with SATCOM, military planners have
become increasingly dependent on civilian
capabilities for ISR, the third ‘pillar’ of spaceenabled capability, especially when military 
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systems have become degraded, over-tasked or
simply moved into the wrong orbits.
Space networks and sensor technology offer a
broad selection of ISR capabilities, ranging from
resolution – the imaging ability to discriminate
between objects or events – to IR imaging,
nuclear detonation detection and synthetic
aperture radar systems, which can see through
cloud and provide images during day and night.
The final capability pillar explored by MNE7,
space situational awareness, underpins offensive
and defensive space control activities and missile
warning, while also providing essential data on
the serviceability and status of space assets.
All of these are prone to interference from
natural and human hazards, such as space
weather produced by the Sun and space
debris, or from threats – defined as an intended
human action to produce negative effects
on space assets.

nn WEATHERED EFFECT
Space weather comprises natural hazards
produced by the sun, manifesting as
electromagnetic noise, ionospheric interference
or prolonged impact by energetic charged
particles which can affect electronic
components, surfaces and sensors.
Radio communications can be affected by
interactions between charged particles and the
upper reaches of the atmosphere (namely the
ionosphere), especially in the frequency bands
that depend on certain atmospheric properties
to achieve long ranges. GPS accuracy can be
compromised by changes in the ionosphere,
leading to errors in determining position, while
meteorites can cause their own damage.
Further dangers are posed by simple failure
of space systems and ‘frequency fratricide’ – the
interference caused by adjacent satellites using
the same frequency.
However, debris from man-made objects is
‘probably the most significant concern’ for
space-based assets, according to Liebert. He
added: ‘Once debris is up in space, it can take
hundreds, if not thousands of years to be
removed from the system. And there are a few
orbits, like the orbits around the equator for
example, that are used for geostationary
satellites that are relatively small space.
DIGITAL BATTLESPACE | July/August 2013 | Volume 5 Number 4
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This image shows multiple
impacts of space debris on the
Hubble Space Telescope.
(Photo: NASA)

‘If we do not manage something like space
debris, we deny ourselves the use of large tracts
of space, and that’s going to have significant
capability implications in the future.’
According to MNE7, there are growing
fears that ‘as the orbital space around the Earth
becomes increasingly cluttered, a future collision
may create a runaway chain of events that
causes collision after collision, rendering some
orbits unusable for centuries’ – an effect known
as collisional cascading, or the Kessler syndrome.

nn HUMAN THREATS
The remaining dangers centre on human
activity specifically designed to interfere with
satellite network operations.
‘A number of nations have demonstrated the
ability to attack satellite assets – it’s been proven,
that is a real threat,’ said Liebert. ‘They range
from attacking the ground infrastructure and
destroying the radar dish that’s on the ground,
to jamming or interfering with the signals that
are used to control and communicate with
those assets.’
Other possible threats include physically
attacking the assets themselves, or, as Liebert
noted: ‘Using other means like a directed energy
weapon to blind or interfere with the systems,
to theoretically launching something up that
could grapple or recover an asset much like
you would see on James Bond [films].’

MNE7 work is a ‘unique venue’ unavailable
to NATO or the ‘five eyes’. (Photo: US DoD)

However, perhaps the greatest looming
space threat is that of cyber attacks. Chris Stock,
the UK’s national director and overall cyber
lead for MNE7, said it became ‘very obvious’ to
participating nations towards the end of the
project in 2012 that ‘everything that concerned
them about space was dependent on cyber’.
He explained: ‘Trying to get something into
space and take out a satellite is really quite
expensive, and requires quite a lot of know-how.
Playing on your keyboard and messing around
with the navigation systems or power systems
is not that difficult.’

nn GUISE OF DIGITISATION
An instinctive leap to adopt digitised
technologies may bring further dangers. ‘All
domains are now increasingly dependent on
cyber, and people have jumped on the benefits
without thinking of the consequences,’ he
continued. ‘In the military, it’s really come
under the guise of digitisation.
‘As soon as you go down that route, you can
cut out really complex mechanical means, like
firing a gun for instance. How long is it before
you’ve lost that old way of doing business, and
your fallback becomes incredibly basic, so that
the disparity between everything working
well and things not working becomes really
quite significant?’
At the start of 2013, the MNE series was
already metamorphosing into to its newly
branded form, the Multinational Capability
Development Campaign – a new military-focused
effort designed to enhance the effectiveness of
forces working in joint, interagency, multinational
and coalition operations.
The work done by MNE7 showed the
continued benefits of nations addressing their
shared problems together, not least in harnessing
existing capabilities to solve ongoing military
network issues. However, as technology
improves this multinational effort needs to
keep pace to ensure that the dangers posed
by a wide range of natural and man-made
factors can be suppressed. db
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The Finnish Defence Forces launched their
Technology Programme 2013 this year, and
will demonstrate CR in 2014. (Photo: Elektrobit)

Finding a quiet spot
T

The proliferation of cognitive radios is some way off yet, however the coming years could
see a dramatic acceleration in their technological evolution. Andrew White reports.

he contemporary operating environment
can often be overwhelmed by a plethora
of C4ISR activity, covering an area of
operations in an invisible web of radio waves
and data bursts.
Take Kabul as an example – Afghanistan’s
Capital is dominated by ‘TV Hill’, home to a vast
array of radio masts and multimedia antennas.
Add to this mix a conglomeration of activity by
ISAF and Afghan National Security Force units,
governmental agencies, non-governmental
bodies and security details, all running their own
tactical communications systems, jamming and
interference enablers, not to mention the daily
traffic flow of armoured vehicles, each with their
own suite of communications.
Running any channels in Kabul, be they HF,
VHF or UHF, can bring with it a multitude
of problems, with operators constantly flicking
between frequencies and hopping along
DIGITAL BATTLESPACE | July/August 2013 | Volume 5 Number 4
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the spectrum to engage in communication
between each other and back to HQ elements
and tactical operations centres.

nn FILLING A NICHE
However, ‘cognitive radio’ (CR) technology
is attempting to carve itself a niche in such
an environment in an effort to combat evergrowing spectrum and bandwidth demands.
One of the first organisations to begin
work on CR was DARPA. Its $20 million NextGeneration or ‘XG’ research programme, which
has subsequently ceased, brought together
a number of industrial partners and aimed
at developing ‘enabling technologies’ to
redistribute allocated spectrum capabilities
for battlefield communications.
According to Tom Stroup, CEO of Shared
Spectrum Company (SSC), one of those
involved in the original XG process, most

of the RF spectrum is allocated, although most
of it remains unused.
‘Our work with DARPA showed most of the
spectrum is not used, whether it be as part of an
exercise on a military installation, inauguration
ceremony in Washington, DC, or political
convention in New York City,’ he said. ‘How
do you use the spectrum that might be
allocated for one purpose without causing
interference to somebody else?’
Subject matter experts have defined CR
technology as ‘intelligent’, but one such expert
at Cassidian told Digital Battlespace: ‘The idea is
that a cognitive radio is able to work out for
itself where it can transmit, so it will not interfere
with transmissions from other radios. It is able
to automatically find a quiet bit of spectrum,
using some very fancy maths to detect exactly
where the quiets bits are – or more correctly
where the edges of the noisy bits are.
www.digital-battlespace.com
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It is common for a warfighter to carry multiple
radio systems in the field, each tapping into
different frequency bands. (Photo: US DoD)

‘One cognitive radio can then work with a
second cognitive radio to work out how they
can communicate with each other using the
gaps in the spectrum.’

nn AWAITING APPLICATIONS
One advocate of such technology is Ari
Hulkkonen, senior manager at Elektrobit, who
conceded that, although not yet deployed, the
technology exists and will become available in
a number of years. ‘We are going back to the
1990s when the first ideas of CR were made
public by Joseph Mitola III. Today, the
technology has reached the level required to
deploy Dr Mitola’s ideas, but the CR has not yet
been applied widely,’ he told DB.
According to Hulkkonen, CR is ‘aware of its
environment’, allowing it to identify available
resources within the spectrum channels through
which it can transmit and receive messages.
‘CR can, for example, find a clear channel
to use to transmit and receive,’ he explained.
‘In principle, the system could utilise mobile
phone bands to set up its own network and
deploy free spaces that users are freeing up in
the spectrum.’
However, as Hulkkonen explained, the full
benefits and applications of CR have not been
fully witnessed yet. ‘CR is also applicable to
www.digital-battlespace.com
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Afghanistan and particularly Kabul are
excellent proving grounds for CR in coalition
operations. (Photo: ISAF)

tactical communications and can bring a lot of
gain in forms and benefits in the military sector,
while it has not yet been a great success in the
commercial market,’ he added.
Currently, Elektrobit is running tests with its
TAC WIN basic waveform, which, according to
Hulkkonen, shares ‘some’ CR characteristics. ‘We
have not yet implemented all features we have
currently in-house,’ he said. ‘The reason is that
everything has to be bulletproof at the point
where you bring it into practice.’
However, Hulkkonen is confident that
CR technology will enter the operational
battlespace within the next few years. Referring
to the Finnish Defence Forces Technology
Programme 2013, he asserted: ‘The schedule
is that we have started activity this year and
will enter the practical implementation and
demonstrations phase next year. The whole
system should be complete, with an ability to
demonstrate the technology in real networks
in 2016.’

nn LABORATORY TESTS
To date, Elektrobit, together with its research
partners, have run laboratory tests with similar
waveforms on board a software-defined radio
platform (SDR) with CR functionality. Hulkkonen
expects these tests to progress into the field soon.

CR technology also taps into the ‘television
white spaces’, which Hulkkonen described as
‘one of the best-known applications’ for such
technology. Approved in the US, television
white spaces depict allocated, but unused,
frequencies in respective bands.
‘Television transmitters are pretty powerful,
ranging from 300-800MHz, with tens of kilowatts
transmitting power,’ explained Hulkkonen.
‘Areas covered can be pretty large, up to
100km from broadcasting station to receivers.
‘But looking at frequency re-use patterns,
how often can you deploy exactly the same
frequency without causing interference? CR
would be able to utilise these [white spaces]
and the television white space application is
the first one that has really been deployed in
practice using CR technology.’
Hulkkonen described to DB how initial
efforts to bring the technology into tactical
communications have been focusing on
the ‘core network’ and how mobile ad-hoc
network (MANET) capability already configures
connections and routes to nodes by itself.
However, the development had yet to enter
the ‘grassroots level of handsets’.
‘We are building the base network on our EB
Tactical Wireless IP Network platform, which
has been designed to build broadband
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tactical wireless core networks,’ he said. ‘Some of
the building blocks required to connect portable
radios and handsets directly into the network
have not been implemented yet.
‘However, we are currently working on
bringing LTE technology into our portfolio,
with military-grade characteristics allowing us to
utilise standard LTE in more hostile and ad-hoc
environments and connect these systems to our
wireless backbone.’

nn SIMPLE GOALS
For Hulkkonen and Elektrobit, the goal of
CR technology is simple: ‘A [radio] operator,
who has other things to worry about, clearly
wants to have the system to do these kinds
of adjustments. The big question from my
perspective is: who is going to command
and control these radios?
‘It is not going to be the individual operator,
but a function embedded in the system. This is
one of the questions we are working on right
now, and we are publishing a paper to discuss
the cognitive engine and its problem solving
and decision making.’
Addressing challenges with the commercial
deployment of CR, Hulkkonen urged that they
were not all technology related, but also business
related. ‘We have been working on CR for four
years now,’ he explained. ‘Personally, I have a long
background with SDR and the research side of
wireless communications. All the keys are in our
hands to put it into practice in the next few years.’
According to Eric Whitehill, chief engineer
for international communications systems at
ITT Exelis, CR technology does more than just
identify unused areas of a spectrum and move
frequencies accordingly: ‘It’s an element but I
think CR is an ability to make a radio’s intelligence
stack up.’
He described to DB a layered approach to
CR, comprising a ‘physical’ capability to find
and use free frequencies, or go silent if a primary
user comes on, and said this was an ‘efficient’
utilisation of CR, but admitted that it was
‘not enough’.
‘With a channel access layer, you listen for
primary users, make sure they are not there
and make use of it,’ he continued. ‘You can then
change data rates depending on conditions and
DIGITAL BATTLESPACE | July/August 2013 | Volume 5 Number 4
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CR technology would free up an operator to
concentrate on different tasks, as it
automatically selects relevant frequencies.
(Photo: US DoD)

use an adaptive transmission protocol. This
changes how a radio performs cognitively,
adapting performance and the way it operates
to the maximum performance of the system.’
However, Whitehill believes CR should
take it a step even further with networking and
applications. ‘Networking, especially in military
communications systems, has a lot of focus, such
as MANET. A radio can determine the best route
for users – automatically relay traffic between
users to get messages through. It’s a terrific idea if
you control everything about the environment,
but what if a jammer comes in?
‘With applications, you can have a 5Mbps
pipe of video stream, which can adaptively
change to send very high-quality images. CR is
still experimental at this point.’

nn BIGGER PICTURE
The main issue concerning CR, according
to Whitehill, is international permissions.
‘Everybody wants their own spectrum,’ he
added. ‘In the early 2000s in Europe, we saw lots
of spectrum frequency auctions with billions
of dollars spent to access frequencies in the
commercial space. And just because a spectrum
is open, it doesn’t necessarily transpire that all
those kingdoms want to release space.
‘For example, a spectrum owned by a
government and licensed to TV stations will
be impacted in quality of images [if CR takes
over a frequency]. Governments must make
agreements to see this go forward, but this is
not happening in my opinion.’
He continued: ‘From a visionary perspective,
when a real high-performance solution is
released, I think we’re looking at the five to tenyear range. We are doing a lot of SDR work right
now as a community, and I think that needs to
be a trusted piece, and you’ll build CR on top of
SDR. We are just getting the latter out there at
the moment.
‘Right now, we are very dependent on
government, and the US government is hesitant.

This all comes back to this idea of permission and
regulation and sales of spectrum, and protecting
rights. Also, there is a big push in the US for
making more frequencies available to cell phone
providers with tremendous competition between
money-making entities as opposed to “let’s all be
nice and share the pieces”,’ he concluded.

nn SET FOR OPERATION
According to Stroup, CR technology should
be deployed operationally within the next
few years.
SSC has conducted field trials at military
installations on five soldier radios, including
the PRC-148 and -152 (Full), as well as work
with Raytheon’s EPLRS XF radio system.
Unable to comment on which other systems
have been integrated, Stroup stated that the
trials went well. He added: ‘Questions remain
as to whether this would work on a larger
scale and on an enemy battlefield. Each radio
and frequency system has their own issues.
Ours is software-based and dependent on the
frequency field of a radio.’
More specifically, he described how SSC had
‘ported’ CR onto one of the US Army’s latest radio
systems, but stressed that the move had run into
budgetary issues. ‘There is a great deal of interest
in this system, but no timeline has been
established yet,’ he noted.
However, the trials identified a number of
issues which require due attention, including
interference from other systems and jamming.
‘We’re trying to jam IEDs and we can’t
communicate amongst ourselves,’ he
described as an example.
In addition, Stroup questioned how
CR technology would be retrofitted onto
existing radio systems, saying this was yet
to be determined.
Looking at the bigger picture, it is not
only soldier radios at the tactical level which
could be equipped with CR capabilities.
SSC also outlined ongoing work regarding
www.digital-battlespace.com
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integration onto smartphones, airborne
platforms, maritime vessels and ground
vehicles, although he was unable to comment
on specifics.
‘These range from UAVs to naval vessels to
satellites – all of them experimental systems,’ he
added. ‘This includes early work starting with
R&D, but it shows it would work on a UAV like it
would on a soldier-based radio. The next step
would be putting it onto some of the platforms
that are flying.
‘The world is moving towards more sharing
of spectrums and the pace of this will accelerate.
Certainly, we’re seeing the US and UK leading
in spectrum use policy, and with a lot of work
on TV white spaces, the next five years will be
pretty exciting.’
Elsewhere, engineers at Cassidian (soon to
be rebranded Airbus Defence and Space) have

been debating the topic of CR internally for a
number of years now.

nn SMALL PERCENTAGE
‘The radios we use today are not cognitive,’ a
company spokesperson told DB. ‘We all hear
that the airwaves are full, which is true if you
look at the bandwidth that has been allocated
to the different radio systems. But in reality, the
radios in their allocated bandwidth do not
transmit all of the time, and therefore the
airwaves are only used to a small percentage.
‘The basic idea of CR is to listen for quiet
periods in the radio spectrum and then use it
quickly. Some of our experts support it,
especially from a military point of view, but
others don’t see how it will gain benefit in the
commercial environment with technologies
such as LTE.’

The spokesperson continued: ‘Historically, a
nominated person did spectrum management
on a military base or operational area. It is
particularly important these days since aircraft
are often fitted with defensive aids that fire chaff
or flares automatically if you transmit on certain
frequencies at them or light them up with a laser,
and deployed air bases usually feature crossrunway wireless or optical links.
‘In the long term, once the technology has
matured a bit, [Cassidian] wants to use cognitive
radios with MIPN to produce a real plug-and-play
communications system that you literally just
switch on and the kit does all the rest. There are
hooks in the radio management protocols that
allow MIPN to instruct a radio to do something,
but even development testing of this is way off,
seeing as we do not have a real cognitive radio to
work with yet. Watch this space.’ db
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Flexible models
S

Providing robust and sufficient SATCOM services to military forces has long been
hindered by the time and cost of getting a complex satellite procured, developed and in
service. Tony Skinner considers what some of the newer initiatives will bring.

ince the early days of military satellites
entering service, the supporting
industry has been constrained by
some exacting parameters.
As the capabilities of the satellites themselves
developed over the decades, engineering and
programmatic refinements resulted in platforms
that were increasingly sophisticated and
complicated – and significantly more
expensive as a result.
Given that a typical military communications
satellite takes five to ten years to build, and is
then expected to last up to 20 years on-orbit in a
static condition, the emphasis was on integrating
multi-mission capabilities on a single platform.
Furthermore, with development taking
longer and costing more, satellite manufacturers
and the military customer were restricted in
terms of introducing new technologies during
the pre-launch phase of the programme.

nn VICIOUS CIRCLE
The resultant costs and risks associated
with the launch of the spacecraft itself further
enforced this paradigm. ‘These forces tended to
build upon one another,’ states a 2012 study
paper in Strategic Studies Quarterly, the strategic
journal of the USAF. ‘Shrinking constellations,
rising launch costs, increasing satellite costs,
greater reliance and longer build cycles have
all led to the phrase “The vicious circle of
space acquisition”.’
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The paper argues that among the ‘multiple
undesirable outcomes’ of this, one of the most
dramatic was the increase of technological risk.
‘As constellations become more fragile and
satellite costs increase and schedules are
extended, the risk of inserting new technologies
into a space-system build increases,’ it argues.
‘As a result, spacecraft planned for
construction in the next decade are still using
computer processing technology from the late
1990s when they were designed. For example,
some billion-dollar satellites launching in 2020
will have missed over 24 years of capability
increases driven by Moore’s law, or roughly
16 cycles of processing power increases.’
Under current plans, the US military will
not introduce a next-generation MILSATCOM
constellation until beyond 2025, and plans to
instead increase capacity through existing
network and terminal advances and
commercial augmentation.

nn PRESENT APPROACH
Current modernisation efforts are focused
on the Wideband Global SATCOM (WGS),
Advanced Extremely High Frequency (AEHF)
and Mobile User Objective System (MUOS)
systems, which between them cover a wide
range of the RF band.
Speaking at the Satellite 2013 conference in
Washington, DC, in March, Edward Aymar from
the Space and Airborne Branch, CIO G6, US

Army, said the US was not currently planning to
introduce any new military constellations.
‘We have got WGS, we have got AEHF and
MUOS – that will be basically what we have on
orbit until 2025 and maybe beyond that,’ he
said. ‘So our opportunities to really achieve
advances and efficiencies will be whatever
we can do with the satellite terminals on the
ground and on our satellite control systems.’
While all three systems are a significant
advance over legacy satellites, they are still not
enough to meet the projected needs of US
military users in the near term. While it remains
to be seen what the next major deployment
for US forces will be post-Afghanistan, Aymar
argued it was clear that SATCOM on-the-move
would be a critical enabler.
‘Our tactical network, WIN-T, is very heavily
dependent on SATCOM,’ he continued. ‘So we
are going to have to be very heavily dependent
on military constellations to service that. We
already know that even with the new systems –
WGS, AEHF and MUOS – we will not really
have enough capacity and we are going to
have to be heavily reliable on the commercial
systems that we already use to make up
that gap.’
Aymar noted that without a substantial
near-term increase in the military’s SATCOM
capabilities, network modernisation had
become a key priority. As part of this network
modernisation, the army is trying to ‘collapse
www.digital-battlespace.com
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The US DoD’s Wideband Global SATCOM in pre-launch (left) and post-launch (right) phases. The
satellite will be the focus of modernisation efforts. (Photos: US DoD)

and converge’ some of the larger networks in
operation today and bring them all into one
overarching network scheme.

nn A GOOD HOST
A further trend that has started to gain traction
in recent years is for the military to investigate
‘non-traditional arrangements’ for acquiring
satellite services.
This includes measures such as publicprivate partnerships, hosting military capabilities
on commercial spacecraft and purchasing
scientific or operational data products from
commercial satellite operators in support of
military missions.
The US government is currently working
through the policy and contractual issues
involved in allowing the military to host a
payload or sensor on a commercial satellite –
potentially speeding up deployment times.
‘A hosted payload is a US government sensor
or payload hosted on a non-US government
satellite that is separate from the satellite’s
primary mission or service, but is dependent on
the satellite’s subsystems in order to function,’
explained David Turner, deputy director at the
Office of Space & Advanced Technology, US
Department of State.
To date, one of the most high-profile
examples of the practice has been the air force’s
Commercially Hosted Infrared Payload flight
demonstration programme, which involved
www.digital-battlespace.com
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the launch of a wide FoV, passive IR sensor on a
commercial GEO (SES-2) in 2011.
However, on 1 August Air Force Space
Command (AFSPC) issued an RfP under the
Hosted Payload Solutions (HoPS) programme,
which will issue IDIQ contracts that will allow
the command to rapidly acquire commercial
hosting capabilities for its payloads.
‘The Hosted Payload Office [HPO] seeks a
collaborative effort with industry to identify
possible hosting arrangements,’ the RfP
states. ‘One of the key objectives of HoPS is to
maximise the use of commercially developed
space and ground systems capabilities and
practices for space missions by the government
through payload hosting.’
AFSPC believes that HoPS will provide a
‘requirements-driven approach to satisfy
payload mission objectives and assure interface
compatibility with the host spacecraft systems’.
The HPO will work with selected contractors to
look at hosting opportunities for satellites in
LEO, MEO and GEO orbits.

nn WELCOMING ALTERNATIVES
The award of the IDIQ contracts will no doubt
be welcomed by industry as an indication the
military is indeed looking for an alternative path
to break the ‘vicious cycle of space acquisition’.
Also speaking at the Satellite 2013
conference, Don Brown, VP for hosted payloads
at Intelsat General, argued that the hosted

payload model would only work if the military
placed early consideration on commercial
alternatives.
‘Hosting payloads for the government on
commercial satellites can save money, fill critical
gaps in capabilities, and accelerate programme
timing,’ he said.
Overall costs are reduced through the
sharing of infrastructure, such as the launch
vehicle and C2 support, while it also gives the
government multiple launch opportunities per
year industry-wide.
However, with a typical commercial
programme schedule taking around 30 months
from initial definition phase to commencement
of service, there was a requirement for the
military to better align itself to such time frames.
‘There are benefits of looking to do ride share,
but you’ve got to start the design process even
before you identify a ride,’ said Dylan Browne,
VP of business development at Astrium Services
Government. ‘A payload takes five years to
develop, but our time to orbit is three years or
less. You need to make it flexible to make sure
you get the ride.’
William Gattle, VP and general manager
of national systems at Harris Government
Communications Systems, outlined other
policy concerns the HoPS mechanism will
have to resolve.
He commented: ‘Who owns what
happens on orbit over its lifetime under
different conditions? If everything is running
normally, we all love it. If someone wants to
move a satellite, can they do that if the owner
of the hosted payload wants to stay in that
orbital slot?
‘What happens in anomalous conditions,
what happens if the hosted payload becomes
a health risk for the rest of the satellite, what
happens if the main mission is no longer viable
and you still want the hosted payload to go on?
All of those issues are very challenging and there
will be a lot of policy and negotiation issues.
‘Also if you say you want to be on that ride
and they make it part of their business case
and you cancel that ride, they had that space
available that they could have sold a different
way. So you are going to have to pay for
that cancellation.’
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nn EXTENDING LIFE
Meanwhile, one disruptive technology that
has long been mooted as holding promise for
the military satellite industry is the concept of
satellite life extension.
Due to the factors previously discussed,
accepting a limited useful lifespan of 15 years or
so for a single satellite has become increasingly
less practical, particularly when those limits are
driven almost exclusively by the exhaustion of
onboard consumables, rather than deterioration
of the satellite bus, subsystems or payload.
DARPA has been studying this issue for a
number of years, while NASA is also looking at
the technologies required for a robotic vehicle
to rendezvous, dock with and revive dead or
dying satellites.
In January, NASA ran a series of in-orbit
tests with its Robotic Refuelling Mission (RRM),

demonstrating how a servicing spacecraft, using
today’s technology, could refuel satellites never
designed to be serviced.
Following the launch of new hardware to
the International Space Station on 3 August,
the RRM project will be taken a step further and
tested on more complex tasks, such as rewiring,
cryogenic refuelling and inspections.
Also speaking at the Satellite 2013
conference, Benjamin Reed, deputy project
manager at NASA’s Satellite Servicing
Capabilities Office, said: ‘I am here to assert that
the technology exists today. It exists – we have
proven the technology today with RRM, even
though the client base we are talking about is
not yet prepared for servicing.
‘The question is whether people want a
servicing market in GEO, which is better for the
government which has a bunch of assets in

GEO. The ability to compete for services is
going to lower the costs, rather than one-off
missions which are expensive. RRM will enable
wider technologies that will be key to future
space flight.’
Reed said the fluid transfer tests in January were
designed to give NASA and the emerging satellite
servicing industry confidence in the potential
capability to robotically refuel, repair and maintain
satellites in both near and distant orbits.

nn PUBLIC-PRIVATE
He revealed that NASA was now seeking input
on a potential public-private partnership to
take the technology through to a demonstration
of a satellite servicing capability for client satellites
located in GEO.
‘The successful completion of the partnership
will include developing, implementing and
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many things that can happen to a satellite over
its 15-year life.
‘If the market demanded it and was willing
to pay for it, we would be willing to provide
it. But the discussions that we have with our
commercial satellite providers are that 15 years is
a lot of technology passing. So if we went back
and we looked at some of the satellites that had
been in orbit for 15 years it would be like looking
at the cell phone you had 15 years’ ago.
He continued: ‘15 years from now, we will
look at current cell phones and we will laugh. So
what we are finding is technology has moved –
channelising technology, processing how we can
create efficient use of the bandwidth – so no one
really wants a 15-year-old satellite. Life extension
of satellites is something we talk a lot about, it’s
technologically possible, but we haven’t really
heard our customers talk about it.’ db

whether industry will help drive satellite
servicing forward.
Boeing, for example, has previously worked
with DARPA on the Orbital Express programme,
which successfully demonstrated capabilities
such as rendezvous, proximity operations,
capture, docking, fluid transfer and orbit
replaceable unit transfer.
However, that was in 2007 and Boeing has
still yet to identify a business case for such
advancements.
‘We say that fuel is the life limiter but it is
often not,’ Roger Krone, president of Boeing
Network and Space Systems, told Digital
Battlespace. ‘Space is a very harsh environment,
and 15 years in space is a long time, and
although some satellites end up with fuel as
the limiting constraint, often it is mechanical
failures, it is micro-meteorites – there are so

operating a complete spaceflight mission in
cooperation with NASA,’ he continued. ‘We
have issued three RfIs on this mission, the last
one in January of this year. We are seeking a
commercial partner that will come along
with us.
‘The successful completion of this partnership
will result in a geosynchronous robotic servicer
being able to remotely inspect, relocate, refuel,
repair and replace components on legacy
satellites that are in space now. We want to do
it with the commercial partner so that when
we are done with this seminal mission, the
commercial industry is ready to take over.’

nn ADDED VALUE?
Despite such developments, it seems
clear that doubts about the value of such
technologies remain, and it is far from clear
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All in
hand?

Security concerns and lack of network coverage have so
far prevented the widespread use of smartphones among
frontline troops, but such devices may have other battlefield
applications than communications, finds Angus Batey.
Smartphones have not been widely deployed, despite significant testing. (Photo: US Army)

W

ith smartphone technology
thoroughly embedded in everyday
civilian life, the pressure to bring the
convenience, functionality and familiarity of
powerful handheld computing to the front
line gets stronger almost by the day. Yet it is
not just the challenges of matching the
very different demands of the commercial
marketplace with those of military operations
that has meant defence departments have
yet to routinely deploy smartphone-type
devices on operations.
Security is one key concern, but big questions
also remain over how militaries intend to use
the technology and how best to equip their
networks and systems to deliver the many
benefits the devices appear to offer.
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‘The primary driver [towards military
adoption of smartphone technology] has
been SWaP-C [size, weight, power and cost]
reductions,’ a spokesperson for the US Army’s
Program Executive Office (PEO) Soldier told
Digital Battlespace. Based in Fort Belvoir, Virginia,
the department is tasked with identifying,
developing and acquiring low-cost, high-value
technologies for the army.
PEO Soldier’s major programme in the
smartphone/handheld area is Nett Warrior, an
integrated situational awareness system for the
dismounted soldier, using a handset running
the Android operating system.
‘Nett Warrior started out under the Land
Warrior programme in the late 90s at a weight
of nearly 40lb [18kg],’ the spokesperson

continued. ‘It was reduced in 2011 down to
just under 9lb [4.8kg], but it still took up a lot
of space on a soldier’s body. The Nett Warrior
system weighs in at 3.5lb [1.6kg].
‘The realisation of technological advances
also meant that more computational and
display capability could be delivered to an
individual in a much smaller package. The fact
that it is in a form factor that soldiers are familiar
with and that operation is kept simple and
intuitive like their personal phones, is an added
bonus that increases soldier acceptance.’

nn READY FOR ACTION
The benefits, then, are obvious. But why are
programmes like Nett Warrior still in the test
and evaluation phase?
‘Many of the military and government
organisations aren’t at a point where they’re
fully tasked to field mobile capabilities, even
though it’s high on the priority list,’ A J Clark,
president and founder of Thermopylae
Sciences and Technology, told DB. Thermopylae
supplies two of its products – the software
suites Ubiquity and iSpatial – to the Windshear
project, a collaboration with the US National
Reconnaissance Office and the army. Windshear
is designed to give frontline troops access to
cloud-based geospatial and situational
awareness data and associated analytical
capabilities via a smartphone. The project began
in 2011 but a full-scale evaluation exercise is
not expected to conclude before early 2014.
The first main reason Clark identified for
the delays in fielding battlefield smartphones
is financial. Although they are ostensibly
low-cost items, integrating the devices into
extant military systems requires significant
up-front investment.
‘Unfortunately, we’re still a little ahead of the
curve,’ Clark said. ‘[Military customers’] interest
has waned because of the financial resources.
‘The second [reason] is the tactical cellular
networks,’ he continued. ‘That’s a huge
challenge. The investment in the network
in the battlefield for the US military has almost
always seemed to be secondary. We’ll have
some great functionality on our computers
and laptops, even in vehicles, but our ability
to transfer large amounts of information back
www.digital-battlespace.com
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and forth in a tactical environment has always
been challenged.
‘Now we’re just seeing more of that on
the cellular side – because a tactical cellular
network is required in areas where there is
no cell service or the cellular service is not
considered secure. The technology to do
that is not as mature as it needs to be, and the
implementation plan for how the military will
deploy this kind of cellular network is still quite
far down the road, in my opinion.
‘And then there’s the final [reason],’ he
said. ‘And that is, even if the customer – the
military purchaser – understands the need
for mobile, they don’t understand the bigger
enterprise ramifications of mobile devices and
mobile applications. Many elements within
the military are still at the stage where they
say, “well, we want mobile applications”, so
they’re building and investing in one mobile
application for a specific purpose, another one
for another purpose, and the education of
why that is not an efficient long-term plan
is our third challenge.’

nn DIFFERENT DEMANDS
Clark’s view is that there is a huge
difference between having a handheld
mobile computing capability, and using
that capability as effectively and efficiently as
possible. Users of commercial smartphones
will have noticed, for example, how different
applications place different demands on the
device and require different amounts of
battery power.
While the commercial sector thrives on an
open marketplace for applications – and user
satisfaction with the devices is determined to
a considerable extent on their endless and
open-ended customisability – the demands
of a frontline soldier are very different. There is
no point giving a soldier a device that can run
novel new software if the battery is going to
be flat when they need to use it.
‘I have to give a lot of credit to the US
Army, because they really thought through
some things up front,’ Clark continued.
‘They said: “We really want mobile, but
do we really want to bring on a hundred
vendors, or one vendor building a hundred
www.digital-battlespace.com
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apps, and end up in a situation where we
have lots of individual capability but it’s not
co-ordinated from a security perspective, or
battery life management?”‘
An ‘Army App Store’, where individual users
are able to write an application that responds
to a tactical need, upload it to a central server,
and make it available for download by their
comrades, remains desirable. But practicality
and an understandable prioritisation of security
issues means it remains some way away.
‘This is certainly a goal,’ the PEO Soldier
spokesperson confirmed, whilst referring to
‘some caveats’.

Ubiquity and iSpatial are assigned to the US
DoD’s Windshear project. (Photo: Thermopylae)

‘[Nett Warrior] is a secure system and
does not have access to any commercial app
marketplace, nor does one exist within the
military domain at this time. Currently, soldiers
voice their ideas and software developers work
on adding them to the next software release.
We are working with DARPA [Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency] and
the Communications-Electronics Research,
Development and Engineering Center
[CERDEC] to develop the policy and procedures
for the Tactical Apps Marketplace and will
evaluate a prototype in the near future.
‘Soldier-written apps are certainly possible for
Nett Warrior – which is the promise of using an
application-bearing system. As new apps are
written, tested and approved, they can be
added to the uploads for standard capabilities
on the end-user devices.’

nn FULL SPEED AHEAD
Instead, and perhaps counter-intuitively, some
military smartphone projects are advancing
almost in spite of the SWaP-C and user-defined
versatility goals that made smartphones
attractive in the first place.
BBN Technologies, a research division of
defence multinational Raytheon, has been
working with various militaries on a smartphone
version of its TransTalk product – a real-time,
voice and text translation tool that enables
conversations to take place between English
speakers and users of six other languages.
Developed initially as software for laptops, the
company has managed to deploy the same
functionality – though thus far only in two
languages – on a smartphone.
The system has been used in Iraq and
Afghanistan, though so far only under an
operational evaluation. The UK military has
been trialling it in Afghanistan since 2011,
and DB understands this evaluation is still
currently ongoing.
The capability was seen as so desirable
that the push into the field has trumped
other concerns, to the point where TransTalk
phones are used solely for this one purpose,
meaning that the devices are carried in
addition to other equipment.
‘In certain cases, including the UK MoD’s
troops that I was personally involved with,
they asked us to disable some of the other
features of the phone for security reasons,’
said BBN’s international programmes director,
Bruce Dear.
‘The phone functionality was immediately
disabled – that’s what we prefer. But there is
functionality on the TransTalk system that
provides GPS location, so you can time-stamp
and also GPS-stamp any interview that takes
place. And, at least for the evaluation they were
conducting, they asked us to disable the GPS.’
The MoD’s Defence Equipment & Support
organisation appeared to have no knowledge
of the TransTalk evaluation when contacted by
DB. A spokesperson said: ‘There are currently
no projects or initiatives exploring the use of
apps for military use, but we are watching the
developments in other nations’ forces in this
area with some interest.’
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nn RELUCTANCE REIGNS
However, it is clear that the military will never
simply buy off-the-shelf smartphones and give
them to troops for use on operations, even if a
foolproof ‘security app’ could be written. So the
goal of getting the commercial marketplace to
test the technology, eliminating expensive and
lengthy product development cycles, seems
unlikely to be realised. It is telling that even
major defence contractors already heavily
investing in secure military communications
have not been keen to move into the
smartphone space, despite the obvious high
level of interest from their customers.
‘We have the second-largest text
communications business in the world,’
Max Baldwin, head of country strategy for
the UK and Nordic countries at Cassidian UK,
told DB.

‘We have the Tetra part of what the forces
are using and we’ve got the fixed and mobile
comms part, but we’re not currently integrating
it into Android or iOS systems. They’re not as
resilient, they’re not as capable and they’re not
as secure – and the customer is always going
to want a guarantee of communication. I
drive home and my signal drops out – they
can’t afford that.’
Baldwin’s view is that secure military
communications will continue to be used, and
will eventually co-exist in deployed kitbags with
smartphones. However, he sees the primary
frontline use of the smartphone not as a
communications device, but as a sensor.
‘This is my opinion – I wouldn’t say it’s a
company position,’ he stressed. ‘But I really
think that’s where the market is going to go.
I think both will be living next to each other –

The US Army’s Nett Warrior programme
continues to test a variety of equipment,
including smartphones. (Photo: US Army)

the smartphone as a quick comms with a
sensor, and the fixed network for operational
command and control. When Tetra starts
transferring to LTE – which is an IP-based
version – the market for these sensor inputs
will converge onto the same system.
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‘You’ll need to integrate it and you’ll need to
accommodate it. How do you look at 500,000
camera phones at the same time? How can you
have all these sensors on your trusted comms
network and manage it? The integration of that
sensor information is where, I think, the big
future market is going to be.’
The point is echoed by Clark, whose
company has been involved in deployments
where military personnel have used
smartphones as data-collection devices rather
than as part of a communications solution.
‘We’ve deployed these with zero network,’
Clark said. ‘Someone will go out and just use the
device for the sensors that are on it, because of
the form factor and the cost. The cost is low
because the commercial sector has borne all the
risk to design the device. So they go out and
conduct a mission. They have all the map data,

all the information about IEDs that occurred in
the area – anything they can take that isn’t
required to dynamically update. They’ll take
pictures, they’ll write reports, they can go out
with a set of face images and do biometric
analysis on the phone. Then they come back
and share all that data.’

nn STAYING IN TOUCH
The problems posed by IP and cellular network
availability and security may make costs so
steep as to effectively prohibit smartphones
as a viable communications option for military
users, at least in the short to medium term. But
with communications functions disabled or
restricted, the phone is still a highly capable,
small, lightweight, versatile data acquisition
and analysis tool – and it is priced low enough
to almost be considered a disposable item.

Certainly, using the devices as cheap, powerful,
portable sensors seems a logical next step
along the road to wider frontline adoption
of the technology.
‘Although a lot of people are blocked by
the network side of things,’ Clark said, ‘if they
approach it like a business would, they will say:
“OK: where is the area that represents the least
risk for us?” That’s the hardware – it’s a very
eloquent design for $400 – and then the
software to run on it. If they say, “we have to
have the network before we can actually use
this piece of technology that’s already here”,
that’s the wrong approach. I think they need to
take it iteratively, to say: “Let’s get these devices
into our soldiers’ hands and use them in a way
that we can, before we incur these significant
network expenses, just to get lessons learned
and perfect that side of the equation.”’ db
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Worth a
thousand
words

The possibility of relaying automatic intelligence from
images and video is being realised, as greater steps are made
towards autonomous actions in robotics. Beth Stevenson
considers what capabilities the smart camera could bring.

ITT Exelis has begun efforts to integrate smart camera technology on airborne platforms that will carry out onboard processing. (Photo: ITT Exelis)

N

ew efforts within the computer vision
industry are aiming to develop ‘smart’
camera technology, capable of observing
and assessing subjects of interest and
disseminating information back to the operator
in language form.
The commercial market has experimented
with elements of this ‘intelligent computing’
concept in recent years, with examples
including photographic face recognition on
Facebook to voice control on Xbox Kinects.
This artificial intelligence (AI) is available
in everyday life and is now transcending into the
military domain. ‘This is based on the same
general principles and mathematical
techniques, but the particulars differ,’ Jeffrey
Siskind, associate professor of electrical and
computer engineering at Purdue University,
told Digital Battlespace.

nn NEXT LEVEL
Hot on the heels of commercial industry,
defence companies and agencies are looking to
take this intelligence to the next level by passing
on even more responsibility to technology
and robotics, aiming to produce unmanned
ground and airborne platforms able to observe
www.digital-battlespace.com
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a scene and take on some of the analysis
before it reaches the human that requires the
information.
DARPA is pioneering one such effort, having
decided a few years ago to push AI forward
with the launch of a programme looking to
develop camera technology that could report
what it sees in plain English text, specifically
from UGVs.
Originally a five-year project, the Mind’s
Eye programme was launched in 2010, under
which 12 research teams were tasked with
developing machine-based visual intelligence,
alongside three companies developing
integration concepts.
The 12 research teams contracted to
develop the camera technology were:
Carnegie Mellon University; Co57 Systems;
Colorado State University; Jet Propulsion
Laboratory/Caltech; Massachusetts Institute of
Technology; Purdue University; SRI
International; State University of New York;
TNO (Netherlands); University of Arizona;
University of California Berkeley; and the
University of Southern California.
Meanwhile, the three companies exploring
integration onto the UGVs were General

Dynamics Robotic Systems, iRobot and Toyon
Research.
DARPA claims that a ‘truly “smart”
camera’ would be able to describe with words
everything it sees and reason about what it
could not, just like manned operators working
from traditional observation posts (OPs).

nn LEARN AND INTERPRET
The agency claimed that the programme
sought to develop the capability for visual
intelligence by automating the ability to learn
representations of actions between objects in a
scene directly from visual inputs, and then
interpret those learned representations.
‘A key distinction between this research
and the “state of the art” in machine vision is
that the latter has made continual progress in
recognising a wide range of objects and their
properties – what might be thought of as nouns
in the description of a scene,’ explained a
DARPA spokesman.
‘The focus of Mind’s Eye is to add the
perceptual and cognitive underpinnings for
recognising and reasoning about the verbs in
those scenes, enabling a more complete
narrative of action in the visual experience.’ 
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Essentially, the agency is transforming
commercial technology that is able to identify
the ‘what’ to defence technology that is able to
communicate the ‘why’.
However, some 18 months after the
programme began, it was effectively cancelled,
although funding was stretched to continue for
some 24 months more, leading to an eventual
termination of the programme scheduled in
December 2013, according to Siskind, a
member of one of the contracted visual
intelligence teams.
Nevertheless, three years’ worth of research
has been developed to date and the teams
are still currently working on Mind’s Eye as part of
an overall research objective that each institute
has in this area. The programme aims to support
the ‘robotic scout’ on surveillance operations – a
type of system mounted on a UGV that would
be sent over enemy lines. Siskind explained:
‘Normally, the scout role is today played by
humans and is a very dangerous role.’

nn SMART SCOUTS
The manned OP is typically operated for long
periods of time, with personnel having to not
only conduct surveillance, but at the same
time provide their own security. Again, Siskind
described how such a ‘smart’ robotic scout
would save on manpower, while increase the
overall safety of those in OPs, as well as saving
on bandwidth.
‘The mission objective… was to observe
activity and report the activity back, not as video,
but as natural language text, the idea being
that natural language text has a much lower
bandwidth than video,’ he noted.
‘If you had many of these out in the field and
had limited bandwidth, you could have more
information by text than video. If there was then
a particular thing you needed to see as a result
of the video, you could tune into specific videos
to get video feed if you need it.’
As a result, the analysis and dissemination
of data is reduced, and a smaller number of
analysts need to monitor feeds.
Referring to the system Purdue is currently
developing, Siskind noted: ‘We have a real-time
system that runs on a desktop or portable
computer, and takes live camera inputs
DIGITAL BATTLESPACE | July/August 2013 | Volume 5 Number 4
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I/ITS
Data can become intelligence faster with image-to-language technology. (Photos: Purdue University)

[and] watches people interact with objects, like
briefcases, toy rifles and jerry cans.’
The system recognises people and their
position in the FoV, as well as objects and their
position and orientation, tracking them in real
time between 2 and 4fps.
‘It will track two people and three to four
objects, and it recognises the activities that
the people are performing with the objects,’ he
continued. ‘It has a vocabulary of around a dozen
verbs, things like walk, carry, pick up… and it will
produce a real-time spoken description in audio
of what’s happening in the video.’

Purdue’s ‘Mind’s Eye’ effort is part of
a broader intelligent robotics development
programme at the university.

nn WESTERN INFLUENCE
Siskind said that the department also has
a collection of ten full-length films, mainly
‘Westerns’, that the system can search through
in response to search criteria. The genre has
a preponderance of objects such as horses
and people, making it ideal for the system to
search through.
‘We can take a potential query like “the
person rode the horse leftward towards another
horse” and search the entire video corpus to
find short video clips that depict that sentence,’
he explained. ‘It has a vocabulary of around
20 words that you can string together into a
coherent, semantically meaningful English
sentence, and type that sentence in just like

with a Google search, and you would get video
hits that depict the sentence that you typed in.’
Before Mind’s Eye comes to an end, Purdue is
looking to make the system more robust, as well
as decreasing the number of errors occurring,
thus increasing the reliability of the object
detectors, trackers and event recognisers.
Siskind added: ‘We’re going to try to, if
possible, transfer this technology to the US
military. There are a number of technology
demonstrations that they’re trying to schedule
to show… military officers to see if there’s any
interest in this, and they’re also interested in
what they call “forensic video surveillance”.’
This, he explained, refers to the proposed
ability to search through large amounts of data
in the wake of an incident to find targeted
activity, triggered by recent events such as
the Boston Marathon bombings.

nn FROM DAY TO DAY
Purdue’s participation in the Mind’s Eye
programme is part of a long-term research effort
into the potential benefits of human-robotic
interaction in day-to-day activities.
‘My interests lie in trying to understand
and replicate human intelligence on the part
of computers and particular robots,’ added
Siskind. ‘My interests lie within the grounding
of semantics and language in both visual
perception and action.
‘I want to tie computers and robots to a
language, so that robots can describe what
they see and perform actions that you tell them.
Ideally, a robot that can see, do and talk can
interact productively in a cooperative fashion
with a human.’
Purdue is currently attempting to teach
robots the game of draughts, as well as making
them capable of interacting with humans,
asking questions when something is not
understood. This idea has been mastered with
noughts and crosses, with chess being the next,
longer-term objective.
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‘The idea is to learn the rules by a
combination of English instruction and
demonstration – both vision and language
and robotic interaction with people, and have
the robot not only able to be a student, but
once it learns, to also be a teacher,’ said Siskind.
He suggested that military applications
for this will likely be logistical, so that personnel
can concentrate on other tasks. ‘Robotic
maintenance crews that fix vehicles and
aeroplanes… that understand how the
machines work and how to fix and repair them
and figure out what’s wrong,’ he continued.
‘That is in the real long-term future. You can
imagine robots that collaborate with soldiers
in the battlefield, that don’t have to be told
everything that needs to be done at every
step along the way.
‘We’re looking at increasing the autonomy of
things like autonomous ground vehicles, UAVs,
autonomous underwater vehicles. There are all
sorts of autonomous vehicles, but they aren’t
really autonomous today. Every one of these has
a full-time, dedicated human controlling them
by remote control, and we’re working on trying
to increase the level of autonomy.’

nn IN THE AIR
This intelligent computing concept is not
suited to ground applications alone, it is also
being integrated into airborne sensor suites.
‘The concept of having ground-based
sensors that are learning and taking video data
or spectral data and turning it into information,
words and detections – that is a concept that
has been going on for a long time,’ Bernard
Brower, a chief scientist at ITT Exelis Geospatial
Systems, told DB. ‘We do something similar
on the airborne spectral side.’
The company has developed an OP
technology that it has been working on for
two years, incorporating it into its Jagwire data
management software. It is now looking to
transfer this technology to an airborne system.
He explained that hyperspectral sensing data
processing can be done on board an aircraft,
which enables operators on the ground to only
receive the information that they specify and
often a representative image to go alongside it.
‘In general, not everybody trusts the fact that
www.digital-battlespace.com
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‘We’re expecting to replace ten to
15 analysts per sensor with
watchboxes and having
the computers watch locations.’
we tell you this is the location, they want to see
it for themselves,’ explained Brower. ‘This is
common, but we don’t have to do that because
we’ve detected and told them where it is, but
we often send a context image with it.’
The hyperspectral onboard processing
enables the systems to collect data, specify
the different materials being surveyed and
identify and transfer the information down
to the operator.
‘We have operational systems of this type,’
he continued. ‘But in more of the video
context we’re focused on how to… decrease
manpower through using computers.
‘Instead of having ten people looking at ten
locations, you put ten watchboxes and say “just
tell me when something happens there”. You
can then either go over and look at it or do an
action based on what it is told to do.’

nn PATTERN OF LIFE
This concept translates into the wide area
persistence domain, benefitting the operator
who would otherwise be flooded with
information. Warfighters will refer to the
generation of a ‘pattern of life’.
‘We are part of the Gorgon Stare team,
and what we’re working on now is having
a camera… and the concept is that it is
persistently watching a location,’ noted Brower.
‘And so from that it can learn the location and
start building up history and information, and as
they are tracking and identifying people and

motions… a critical part of that is that you have
to have the persistent information.
‘You have to have it watching all of the time
characterising information, and then when you
identify something that is threatening you see
that pattern again and can convert that into
words and text to say what is happening.’
Brower distinguished between wide-area
airborne and ground-based data collection
of this type, as the latter is collecting limited
volumes of data so a large amount of processing
is not required.
‘But as we start moving into the airborne
environment, and doing the persistent
surveillance type applications, that becomes a
much more difficult task,’ he said. ‘Even if you are
an HD video camera, you’re taking 2MP of data,
but on these airborne wide-area persistent
surveillance cameras, you’re taking hundreds
of megapixels to gigapixels of data, and you’re
trying to process that and convert it into
intelligence into the words.’

nn MALE INTEGRATION
ITT has been working on intelligent computing
for airborne applications for some three months,
and hopes to begin testing some time next year.
The first integration will be on board a mediumaltitude long-endurance (MALE)-type UAV, such
as the MQ-9 Reaper, although systems for
smaller UAVs are also in the pipeline.
‘I truthfully think that at some level this
[technology] is unlimited, but in the near
term over the next couple of years we’re
expecting to replace ten to 15 analysts per
sensor with watchboxes and having the
computers and intelligence watch locations,’
commented Brower.
‘But ultimately, as computers increase the
amount that you can do, the more intelligence
you have… you can start looking at patterns of
life, and applications and events that way.’ db
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Easy transitions
Roger A Krone, president of Boeing Network and Space
Systems, speaks to Tony Skinner about the possibilities of the
commercial space sector, and how the company is positioned
for non-domestic contracts.

W

ith the US defence industry still
partly in a state of stasis due to the
uncertainty of sequestration, many
companies are eyeing opportunities beyond
their traditional marketplaces.
For Boeing’s defence division, this has meant
increasing international sales, recently setting
itself the target that around 30% of its revenue
will be from outside the US in the future.
While that goal might be harder fought
for those business units that have enjoyed
overflowing US defence budgets in recent years,
the strength of the commercial space sector
has arguably provided an easier transition for
Boeing’s Network and Space Systems division.

nn BIG GUNS
Company president Roger Krone told
Digital Battlespace that the commercial space
sector was ‘going big guns’ for the company,
which was critical given that there currently is
not a new-start USAF satellite programme on
the horizon.
To offer the lowest ‘dollars-per-gigabyte’
cost, the company decided to develop lowercost buses that would be primarily for the
commercial market, based on its 702 satellite
technology, and in 2012 introduced the 702SP
small satellite. This quickly secured an order
from Asia Broadcast Satellite and Satélites
Mexicanos for four satellites, with options for
a further four.
‘We have re-established ourselves in the
commercial satellite market place and that is
to bring balance back into our space portfolio,’
he continued. ‘We are now about two-thirds
government and one-third commercial – and by
both revenue and the number of satellites. I can
see commercial growing to about 35% or so.’
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Appointed in 2006, Krone leads a division
that comprises four operating units,
encompassing such areas as space exploration,
cyber security, missile defence, satellite
development and intelligence networking.

nn COMMERCIAL BENEFITS
While placing fresh emphasis on the
commercial sector is a pragmatic and obvious
way of offsetting global defence markets, Krone
also noted that adopting commercial practices
made the division more agile across the board.
‘I think we have enjoyed our work in
commercial because it forces us to be globally
competitive, and that provides benefits across
all our businesses. So it is not just the price to
build the satellite – it makes us more agile in the
way we do contracting; it makes us think about
financing; it makes us think about being a
satellite operator from a customer perspective,
and all this makes us a better competitor.’
Furthermore, with the USAF not planning
to introduce a next-generation MILSATCOM
constellation until at least 2025, the service is
also moving towards commercial practices
where they are applicable.
‘We are seeing in mature satellite
systems, the air force – as they did with WGS
[Wideband Global Satellite] – going to fixedprice,’ he continued. ‘We see them using
things like – hosted payload is not the right
term for what we are talking with the
military – I would say multiple payloads or
adjunct payloads, like ride-sharing.’
For example, the air force is increasingly
looking to use the EELV Secondary Payload
Adapter (ESPA) ring, which allows secondary
satellites to be launched on Atlas V or Delta IV
launch vehicles.

‘There’s a mounting ring on an EELV and we
have put secondary payloads on via the ESPA
ring – small microsats and other small tests
that they have run. So the military hasn’t quite
jumped on the hosted payload bandwagon,
but they have always looked to put on adjunct
payloads and fly multiple uses on their satellite
buses and launchers, rather than just having
one dedicated satellite.
‘They are under the same cost pressures
that everyone in government is in and they
are the same cost pressures we find in the
commercial market. If you can do it cheaper
and get gigabytes for fewer dollars, that’s
what it is all about.’
Despite such financial constraints, Krone
noted that there remained an appreciation
of the importance of wider C4ISR technologies
in aiding operations.
‘We have a set of goals for our C4ISR
business and the first thing is to win prime
contracts with government customers, and
we have not seen that business tail off yet.
All businesses, because of sequestration, will
see some tempering of growth.
‘But the appetite for gathering information,
collecting it, transferring it, communicating it,
analysing it, creating actionable intelligence from
those collections, we haven’t seen an unusual
tail-off. If anything, there continues to be an
appetite to understand what is happening in
areas of the world, and C4ISR is key to that.
‘In many areas of C4ISR we are competitive,
and through investment and mergers and
acquiring companies, we have established some
fairly nice competitive positions on that front.’ DB
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SIGNAL INTERCEPT SOLUTIONS
LISTEN. LOCATE. TAKE ACTION.

Use of U.S. DoD imagery does not imply or constitute U.S. DoD endorsement.

L-3 Linkabit’s next-generation SIGINT manpack, the PRD-13(V)3, continues the
20-year legacy of the industry’s predominant ESM system for the worldwide ISR
community to ensure situational awareness anywhere, any time and under any
conditions. With enhanced software-defined processing and a low-SWaP design,
the PRD-13(V)3 puts the latest technology in the hands of the warfighter with a form
factor that fits into a standard rucksack and weighs less than 32 pounds. Its IP-based
architecture enables remote operations, as well as the means to network multiple
systems and connect using a handheld controller, making it the most capable and
maneuverable On-The-March tactical ISR solution available.
To learn more, visit L-3com.com/Linkabit.
Linkabit
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